Notes For Princeton Emerging Church/Theological Education Caucus - Nov 2005

1. Mission Shaped Church

Over the last fifteen years, there have been many different experiments by local churches. In different ways these churches have been trying out fresh expressions of church life. Often, these churches have borrowed ideas from churches in other parts of the world.

In 2002, the Church of England set up a group to think about this new movement of mission. The group was chaired by Graham Cray, the Bishop of Maidstone. The Methodist Church was represented on the group. There were representatives from different places and traditions in the Church of England.

In 2004, this working group published their report: Mission Shaped Church: church planting and fresh expressions of church in a changing context.

    * The report describes in detail the changes in society. It describes twelve different kinds of fresh expressions of church. It challenges the whole church to turn outwards in mission because of God’s call to be mission-shaped.
    * The report encourages the churches to shift resources towards encouraging fresh expressions of church alongside the parish system. It makes a number of recommendations to enable this to happen.
    * The report was unanimously welcomed and commended by the General Synod in February, 2004 (the General Synod is the Church of England’s parliament). 14,000 copies of the report have been sold. It is now being widely studied across the churches and overseas.

"The fresh expressions of church which Mission Shaped Church describes are evidence of considerable creative missionary energy within the Church of England. We did not so much write a report telling the Church of England what it needed to do as tell it what it was already doing and point out the potential" Graham Cray

The Methodist Church embraced a similar vision through its Conference resolution in 2004. The President of Conference, Tom Stuckey, is teaching and preaching about mission and fresh expressions as he travels across the Connexion during the current year. At national level in both churches, there are serious moves to align resources and structures to this developing vision.

The Church of Wales and the Church of Scotland have also produced their own reports

Download: http://www.cofe.anglican.org/info/papers/mission_shaped_church.pdf

2. Examples of emerging/fresh expressions
What defines a fresh expression of church?
"A fresh expression of church is intended as a community or congregation which is already (or has the potential to grow into) a church in its own right. It is not intended to be a half way house or stepping stone for someone joining a Sunday morning congregation." Fresh expressions web site
"Emerging churches are those that practice the way of Jesus in postmodern cultures" Ryan Bolger and Eddie Gibbs

Examples in the MSC report:
alternative worship
base ecclesial communities
cafe church
cell church
churches arising out of community initiatives
multiple and midweek congregations
network focused churches
school based churches
seeker church
traditional church plants
traditional forms of church inspiring new interest
youth congregations
fresh expressions for children

See the directory on www.freshexpressions.org.uk for 300+ stories of groups who have registered.
See www.emergingchurch.info for a collection of stories.

3. How is the movement growing?
1. Changing culture of permission and desire - though it can't be enforced in any diocese from outside... I can't emphasise enough how significant I believe Rowan Williams and Tom Stuckey's support to be. They have made it very clear that they are passionate about this. It's a priority. This is a huge shift from say 15 years ago when anyone starting say an alternative worship community was perceived as a threat and anyone mentioning the church word around youth ministry was likely to lose their funding base. A few key things have helped that:
a) mixed economy or both/and 
40%/60% contact with church/no contact with church
5 shifts identified in freshexpressions presentation - sunday to different times; parish to networks, one culture to different cultures, church for beginners, disconnected spiritual explorers
b) pressure in terms of numbers and economics

2. Fresh expressions team appointed - report adopted by Synod but Archbishops private initiative is funding team through the Lambeth Partners. 
Fresh Expressions mission statement "Our aim is to resource mission through encouraging new and different expressions of church life. "
Practically - look at web site to see what they are doing
4 areas they are focusing - vision, news sharing, supporting growth, training
To pick on one area, training - purchase a set of booklets 'moving on in a mission shaped church' with two powerpoints and discussion questions available to download from the web site. One of the questions in the invitation that I was sent was about how to change a local congregation - this material is exactly aimed at that. This is backed up by a team of 9 advisors who are also appointing local voluntary co-workers in different regions.

3. Lots of other groups working in this area. CMS, Church Army, RUN network, CPAS, GFE, Building Bridges of Hope, Missioners in Dioceses, Re:source. Conversations, collaborations, partnerships, experiments, failures, scraps and so on but through it all momentum has been gaining. My own personal view is that renewal cuts in two directions so we need those who are very much radicals on the edges or margins to be doing new things and also those on the inside. I see freshexpressions as being closeish to the core and emerging church more the postmodern/cultural edge. Both are good. God has given us a lot of passionate and gifted people at this time.

4. Sharing of stories  and published reflections on the web (www.emergingchurch.info, the world of blogs, www.freshexpressions.org.uk directory, www.alternativeworship.org ); in magazines, journals and books; conferences and festivals. The word is out.

5. God is at work?!

4. How one diocese is tackling change - Lichfield
Lichfield is a diocese in the centre of England. It's one that is typical in that it has experienced decline in church attendance over the last two decades which has resulted in pressure on resources. But whilst that has taken place it has had the courage to develop a strategy for growth and mission. I contacted Mark Ireland who is the mission officer about it and these are the short version of answers to questions I asked him:
1. How  have you gone about helping the diocese change its stratgey w.r.t. mission and  resource allocation? 
By beavering away hard for several years, including visiting most deaneries as part of a consultation exercise. There are no short cuts if you want a strategy that is owned rather than imposed.
2. What  have been the keys to getting the diocese to go in this direction?
Having a supportive diocesan bishop makes a big difference - though we started the process between bishops. Making friends with the chair of the Board of Finance also helps a lot! Having a residential session with the Bishop's Staff greatly helped in getting their 'buy-in' - some were distinctly hesitant at first.
3. Has  Mission Shaped Church played a part? In what way?
Yes - last year at diocesan synod we passed a motion requiring every diocesan department to study the report and report back by this October. Publication of MSC came at just the right time for us. Their responses have been incorporated into the revised edition approved on Saturday. 
4. What  is the plan now for the next few years?
To stick with Going for Growth as our overall strategy, and try to avoid it being sabotaged by 25 other new initiatives!!
5. Any  friendly pieces of advice for a denomination in the USA nervously wondering  what it should do about emerging church and all that?
Watch your motives. It is easy to persuade people to do evangelism because if we don't the diocese will collapse, but this is essentially an impure motive - we are mandated by Jesus to grow God's kingdom, and to do this we need a strong and vibrant church to be a sign, agent and foretaste of that kingdom.
The diocese have literally just approved at Synod this October the strategy Going For Growth. I have a couple of copies that can be copied if anyone is interested. I also have a copy of the powerpoint that Mark presented to synod if anyone is interested in that.
The diocese is taking very seriously a 'mixed economy' - helping each individual church develop a mission action plan and encouraging new communities/fresh expressions to reach new groups of people. One example of the latter is a project in Telford with Mark Berry who has been commissioned jointly with CMS and the diocese to create new communities of faith in 20s and 30s age group. What impresses me about the change in the diocese is how ordinary and how Anglican it is! - you get the impression that any diocese could do it. But at the same time it is actually profound and real change that is taking place. 

5. Theological Education
Some of the things going on in the world of theological education in the C of E:
Mission has been added as a criteria for the selection of candidates for ordination which is encouraging.

Also there is an exploration being going on for about three years of being ordained to pioneering/missional leadership rather than parochial ministry. This is a typical process of the Church of England and highlights the challenges or complexities of change - a proposal was worked on by the head of ministry division with Bob and Mary Hopkins for ordination to missional leadership - having gone through various hoops the bishops committee for minstry division threw it out last December. However Stephen Croft who is the director for Fresh Expressions spoke with Rowan and persuaded him that it was essential as a way forward. A new working group with heads of all the ministry division committee heads worked on a proposal which was about 6 times as long as the original one. It involves various political moves - talks about a new designation for ministry rather than category; a new pathway not track; and adds an appendix to a criteria for ministry rather than a new criteria. All heads of ministry divisions and two archbishops supported it but the house of bishops didn't approve it on Oct 4. However it is going back in January and is likely to go through with a few ammendments having been made! In fact about 6 people have actually been accepted for ordination via this route in the summer already. In practice the training will
a) recognise call to pioneer ministry (fresh expressions) rather than parish based ministry. people will be grouped together at selection conferences
b) training can be by a variety of routes - the expectation is that they will stay leading fresh expressions and do mixed mode training
c) deployment - rather than the usual expectation of a curacy in a new parish they will not be expected to leave their fresh expression.

Seminaries and colleges face a challenge. People leading the missional stuff don't perceive the colleges as offering the training they need. Candidates graduating don't have the skill set to lead the mission stuff. This is a generalisation of course and there are many exceptions and curricula is evolving. 

We facilitated a get together of people involved in training and leading in this area of mission in the emerging culture - invited Alan Hirsch and Michael Frost who run Forge in Melbourne which is a training programme for missional church leaders that is modular and coaching based. As a result of this some new initiatives have begun
There is a further conversation I am going to in December with heads of theological seminaries discussing these issues with CMS and Fresh Expressions. The two ares of discussion are - how to provide for the new designation mixed mode training etc. and the general changes going on and how to adapt.

Re:source, Crucible, Regional partnerships, Mission Shaped Leadership, lots of one off days/tours etc.

Re:source is the course I am closest to - brochures and idea.

6. Challenges
1. I make is sound brilliant - but a lot of the time it's frustrating, slow, and there are hundreds of dead churches who aren't interested, plenty of dull sermons etc... There is a long way to go. There is always a danger that the radicals will leave and do their own independent thing rather than stay part of the institutional churches - it is strategic for us to encourage loyal radicals and enable them to find the cracks where there is space to do new things. 
2. Ecclesiology - what does it mean to be church, and indeed what does it mean to be Anglican in this new environment? Rowan Williams says some great things about church such as "If 'church' is what happens when people encounter the Risen Jesus and commit themselves to sustaining and deepening that encounter in their encounter with each other, there is plenty of theological room for diversity of rhythm and style, so long as we have ways of indentifying the same living Christ at the heart of every expression of Christian life in common. " Archbishop Rowan Williams
The report tries to tie anglican identity to being one holy apostolic church as the basis of identity rather than saying the same words each week which has been the popular notion of being anglican!
3. Eucharist - clearly questions and guidelines needed. In practice it's chaos of course.
4. Resources - culture of permission but a lot of the resources are going into middle management/support networks and not much to the coal face though this depends on your diocese. 
5. Training and ordination - huge challenges for theological education and how it adapts to equipping people for the new world of ministry. Also the emerging sensibilities about leadership don't necessarily sit too well with ordination!

Addition 1:
Bob Hopkins (one of team on Mission Shaped Church group, a member of Fresh Expressions team, ACPI and CMS
Suggested the following stratgey/advice:
1 Encourage loyal radicals 
2 Find people to translate back what they do on the edges in ways that the church can hear and cope with.
3. The easiest way to get existing mainline churches to do a new thing is to think of a new congregation to reach a new cultural group.
4. Pray for key people to get strategic positions - advocates from above
5. Encourage some pioneers to be sacrificial and submit to being in structures - synod etc... - i.e. play the game from the inside.


